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A data-driven, probabilistic, computational framework will be developed that provides
a deformable solid with the sense of ’touch’, so that it can detect the shape and me-
chanical behaviour of its environment. The framework will rely on three modules:
I a mechanical model to simulate the contact between the deformable solid and
its environment,
I a machine learning module to rapidly emulate the mechanical simulations,
I a probabilistic framework to identify the shape and mechanical behaviour of
the solid’s environment;
MECHANICAL MODEL
The first goal is to develop a computational model able to describe the mechanical
behaviour of a thin elastic deformable body in contact with its environment.
1 Contact Detection
To accelerate the contact framework a contact detection is developed to ensure
that contact interactions are only considered for nearby surface pairs.
2 Surface Smoothing
Finite element surfaces are C0-continuous, resulting in problems to enforce
contact [1]. For this reason, the surfaces are smoothed using Gregory Patches
[2].
Smoothing scheme using Gregory patches.
The position of a point on a Gregory patch, x, can be expressed in terms of the























where xij denotes the location of the control points of the patch (which in turn







xk (1− x)n−k ,
3 Contact Mechanics
Contact is enforced via the penalty method and formulated using a
node-to-surface method. This means that nodes on the slave surface are
prevented from penetrating the master surface.
Penalty scheme.
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where u denotes the displacements of the finite element nodes. From the potential








In the case of Gregory patches this derivation can be obtained using the chain rule to
project the contact force to the control points and then to the finite elements nodes as
shown:
Forces projections. left: at control points. right: at finite elements’ nodes.
SURROGATE MODEL
Because mechanical simulations involving contact are time-consuming and because
many simulations are required in the probabilistic identification framework, a surrogate
model will later be formulated to rapidly emulate the relation between the simulation’s
input (i.e. the surface parameters of the membrane’s environment, x in the figure
below) and the simulation’s output (i.e. the trajectory of the position sensors, y in the
figure below). Although several surrogate models may be used, we tend to neural
networks for now.
PROBABILISTIC IDENTIFICATION FRAMEWORK
In the final part of this project, the
surrogate model will be exploited in
a probabilistic framework using Bayes’
theorem [3] to identify the shape of the
membrane’s environment.
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